
Earshot - noun the range within which a voice can be heard 
Elaborate* - adj. marked by complexity and richness of detail 
Emanate* - verb originate from; be produced by. 
Embolden - verb give encouragement to 
Emphasize - verb to stress, single out as important; give extra weight to (a communication) 
Enriching. - verb improve or enhance the quality or value of. 
EEnthusiasm - noun a lively interest; a feeling of excitement; overowing with eager enjoyment 
or approval 
Entrant* - noun someone who enters
 Epic* - adj. very imposing or impressive; surpassing the ordinary (especially in size or scale)  
Epiphany* - noun a moment of sudden revelation or insight 
Exasperate - verb make worse; make furious; exasperate or irritate 
Exhilarate - verb ll with sublime emotion 
EExtinguish* - verb put out, as of res, ames, or lights 
Extraordinary - adj. far more than usual or expected; beyond what is ordinary or usual; highly 
unusual or exceptional or remarkable 
Facial* - adj. of or pertaining to the outside surface of an object; of or concerning the face
Filter* - noun device that removes something from whatever passes through it; an electrical 
device that alters the frequency spectrum of signals passing through it
Flannel* - noun a soft light woolen fabric; used for clothing
FFluorescent* -  noun a lighting xture that uses a uorescent lamp 
Flutter* - noun ) the act of moving back and forth; the motion made by apping up and down;  
verb ag the wings rapidly or y with apping movements 
Flyswatter - noun an implement with a at part (of mesh or plastic) and a long handle; used to 
kill insects 
Formation* - noun a particular spatial arrangement; an arrangement of people or things acting 
as a unit
FForthcoming* - adj. available when required or as promised; of the relatively near future  
Fragment - noun an incomplete piece; a piece broken off or cut off of something else; a broken 
piece of a brittle artifact; verb break or cause to break into pieces 
Frantically - adv. in an uncontrolled manner 
Frigid* - adj. extremely cold  
Generation* - noun a set of members of a family regarded as a single step or stage in descent.
Ginormous - adj.  extremely large; enormous.
GGrim* - adj. depressing or worrying to consider.
Gullible - adj. easily tricked because of being too trusting; naive and easily deceived or tricked
Halter* - noun either of the rudimentary hind wings of dipterous insects; used for 
maintaining equilibrium during flight
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